Humans Have Always Lived in a World of Many Worlds

We tell ourselves that there is just one ultimate reality out there, a single fixed world of
experience ruled by universal laws of science and nature. But the historical record suggests
otherwise. If we “decolonize” modern historical thinking, allowing the peoples we study to decide
for themselves what was true and real in their experience, our picture of the larger human story will
dramatically change. We will begin to see how other “real worlds” are entirely possible. We will see
how humans have always lived in a “pluriverse” of many worlds, not in a universe of just one. And
this new vision of the past will help transform the way we see the present and the future.

Different truths to live by
Every human community tells its own stories about the ultimate order of things, whether
these are traditional oral tales, parables in sacred texts, or equations in physics journals. They are
stories which try to capture essential truths of existence, about the origins of the world, relations
between humans and gods, and the nature of life and death, good and evil, personhood and kinship,
and so on. Together, such stories end up producing something like a common-sense knowledge of
the foundations of reality, a shared model of the world to live by. And this model duly informs the
various norms, values, and practices on which the life and health of the community is staked.
When one then surveys the evidence for the different models of reality that different
historical communities have lived by, one is immediately struck by their diversity. Different ways of
life have been staked upon radically different visions of the “real world.” To get a sense of this
diversity, we can compare our modern western model with two non-modern examples.
In the modern West, we are socialized to think of reality as a kind of vast abstract space that
contains multitudes of individual objects, all of which obey timeless universal “laws” of science and

nature. To be real to us, objects must be either be observable material things, like sand grains,
persons, and planets, or things that are observable through their effects on matter, like gravity, and
wind. Hence, immaterial unobservable things like gods and demons, heavens and hells, are not
considered real in the same way. In the end, they are just beliefs, just subjective ideas that exist only
in the realm of the human mind. By contrast, a real phenomenon must exist objectively,
independent of human thought, defined by its own properties.
So which real things in our world are the most important? The short answer is human
things, like people and cities, societies and economies, arts and sciences. As we see it, reality
inevitably divides itself into two orders, a center and a periphery. At the center is the dominant
human order we call “culture,” a kind of world-within-a-world, where human attributes, like
language, reason, personhood, and free will, are all concentrated. On the periphery is the
subordinate non-human order we call “nature,” which contains only mute objects and impersonal
processes. We humans are thus free to control and exploit this “environment” however we want.
But what does it mean to be human in our world? It means being an autonomous individual,
a person who lives ultimately for oneself. We assume that nature has made every human this way.
We assume that it has endowed each of us with all the powers and properties one needs to flourish
as a self-reliant being, like reason, self-interest, and rights to life, liberty, and property. Hence, human
communities exist to serve the needs of human individuals, not the other way around. And hence, it
makes sense to divide these communities into two distinct spheres, using devices like bills of rights
to stop the “public” sphere of government from encroaching on the “private” spaces of society and
economy, where individuals should be free to manage and enrich themselves.
Next, consider the world model that the ancient Athenians lived by during the classical
period of Greek history (ca. 480-320 BC). Of course, we usually know the Athenians as our cultural
ancestors, as pioneers of western democracy, philosophy, drama, and so on. We usually think of
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their polis (“self-governing community”) as a miniature ancient version of a modern democratic
nation-state. But their lived reality was nothing like our own.
The real world of the Athenians was alive with things that we would consider immaterial and
thus unreal. It pulsated with things like gods, spirits, nymphs, fates, souls, curses, and numerous
mysterious energies and magical forces. Indeed, the most important things in their real world were
not humans at all, but gods. Why? Because gods were immortal living beings who controlled all the
things that made life possible, from rainfall, sunlight, and crop harvests, to bodily health, family
wealth, sea voyages, and military victories. There were over 200 of these Athenian gods, and they
were not remote divinities who observed humans from some celestial elsewhere. They were
immediately present in experience, in Athens itself, living in temples, attending sacrifices, mingling
with the Athenians at their festivals and dances, continually preserving the well-being of their polis.
In the real world of the Athenians there were no separate orders of culture and nature. Their
lives were dictated by the rhythms of the seasons and the life cycles of plants and animals. Their land
of Attica not just some exploitable “natural environment.” It was a living goddess, a divine earth
mother, with whom the Athenians shared an intimate family bond. Mother Attica had given birth to
the first Athenians, who literally sprang from her soil. She had reared these human children herself,
giving them the food and life skills necessary to maintain their young polis. And she had nurtured all
their descendants ever since with her soils, crops, waters, and other miraculous gifts. In return, the
Athenians lavished her with offerings, tended her soils, and protected her from all harm.
In Athenian reality, there was also no such thing as a human individual. Athenians were
always defined by the family lineages which produced them. These families were in turn defined by
the social body which they all as one comprised, like the cells of a living organism. They called this
social body Demos, the People. And they called their way of life demokratia. This was nothing like our
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modern democracy. Because Athenians were not born to live for themselves as individuals. They
were born to serve the families and the Demos which had given them life in the first place.
In sum, the Athenians lived by truths that were radically different from our own. Nature had
programmed them all to live as integral members of a larger social body. And it had designed them
to collaborate with the non-human beings on whom their lives depended, especially their divine
earth-mother and their other gods. Life was thus sustained by something like a cosmic ecology, a
symbiotic communion of humans and non-humans.
A similar sense of cosmic symbiosis pervades our second non-modern model. This is the
reality of Abya Yala (“the land in full maturity”), the name still used by Andean and other indigenous
peoples to refer to the lands of “the Americas.”
This world of Abya Yala is not just an abstract space full of animate and inanimate objects
which exist in and for themselves. According to the founders of Amawtay Wasi (“The House of
Wisdom”), an indigenous-led Ecuadorian university that actively promotes a living knowledge of
this world, it is rather a fully integrated system of life. All things within it are component parts of a
balanced whole, from the tiniest insect or pebble to Pachamama herself, the cosmic mistress of the
life-giving earth. Here, there is no distinction between the animate and the inanimate, since all things
are alive, including stones, water, air, and stars. Hence, there is no such thing in this world as a pure
object, since every single thing is an active subject that is expected to contribute to the “good living”
of all. Hence too, in this reality, being is essentially relational, not individuated in the modern way.
Things are not defined by innate properties which make them different from other things. They are
all products of collaborative and reciprocal relations with other beings on whom their lives depend.
So this reality has no modern-style divisions between contradictory realms of, say, culture and
nature, sacred and secular, public and private. Nor does it have true hierarchies, least of all one that
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elevates humans above non-humans. Humans, like everything else, are just a “thread in the fabric”
of being.

The modern anomaly
As “exotic” as the realities of ancient Greece and Abya Yala may seem at first sight, it should
be stressed that similarly relational models of the world have also prevailed in numerous other
historical locations, from ancient Egypt and imperial China to precolonial India and Hawai’i. In all
of these models, immortal beings and forces continually maintained the conditions essential for
human flourishing. In all cases, humans were expected to share the world with all manner of nonhuman beings and things. And in all cases, people were born to serve their families and ecologies,
not to live for themselves and compete with one another as individuals.
Our own modern individualist model of reality is in fact the bizarre exception to the rule. As
far as one can tell, it is the only reality where all real things are made ultimately of matter. It is the
only one that is centered on humans, valuing them above all non-humans. And it is the only one
where humans are always natural individuals. Presumably, our model is unique because it was shaped
by historically novel circumstances in early modern Europe, like the colonial domination of nonEuropeans, a new capitalist way of life, the Scientific Revolution, and the Enlightenment. Yet
despite this uniqueness, we just take it for granted that our model is timeless, universal, and
ultimately “true.” As a product of objective science, it must be the only world that humans have ever
experienced, the only real world there is. We modern westerners must be right and all other
historical peoples are just wrong. It must just be some sort of lucky accident that innumerable nonmodern ways of life have actually flourished in history, sustaining countless real lives, because all
were apparently based on nothing more than myths, delusions, and other “false” ideas about the true
nature of reality.
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It would be fair to call these standard modern assumptions chauvinistic, even arrogant. It
would also be fair to point out that these kinds of assumptions have had truly devastating historical
consequences for others, not least for the original peoples of Abya Yala.

The Coloniality of Knowing and Being
According to informed estimates, the indigenous population of “the Americas” declined
from ca. 100 million to barely 5 million between 1492 and 1900. This staggering decline was caused
directly or indirectly by settler colonization. And for the peoples of Abya Yala, this holocaust was
not just physical but metaphysical. It meant the obliteration of whole worlds of experience, and their
enforced replacement with a European world, an alien reality in which this carnage was somehow
acceptable. For the torments did not end when the settlers declared their independence from
European colonial powers. The integration of their new nation-states into a global European-style
capitalist order has merely perpetuated the exploitation, immiseration, and dehumanization of
indigenous populations, imposing upon them what many now call a condition of racist “coloniality.”
Thus, along with the descendants of African slaves all over the Americas, indigenous peoples
continue to be stigmatized and victimized by a systemic racial oppression. They are deemed forever
“backward” and “inferior,” forever a “problem” that impedes the forward march of “growth,”
“development,” and “progress.” Likewise, their distinctive worlds of experience, realities which have
sustained whole ecologies successfully for centuries, continue to be devalued and dismissed as mere
figments of “myth” and “belief.” As a result of this continuing coloniality, the surviving peoples of
Abya Yala are condemned by circumstance to internalize another reality, to know themselves with
the Euro-American common sense of their oppressors, as if they and their ancestors had not
suffered enough already.
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And we historians are complicit in this process. We help to normalize the modern coloniality
of knowing and being through the ways we think about and write history. Doubtless, the horrors
inflicted on colonized and enslaved peoples across the globe are by now better known and
documented than they once were. But the tools of our practice, the devices we use to craft our
stories about all past peoples, are still infused with the coloniality which made those horrors so
acceptable in the first place.
For example, we force all past peoples to inhabit a single universal scheme of time and
space, disregarding all the other chronologies and geographies which humans have experienced. We
still tend to measure the importance of past peoples by their contributions to “western civilization,”
and thus to the making of our own modern capitalist world. So we value the histories of white
European peoples, like the ancient Greeks, far more than we value the histories of non-white nonEuropeans, like the precolonial civilizations of the Americas, Africa, and Asia, even though the latter
sustained many millions more human lives across time. And we all but ignore the “pre-contact”
pasts of countless other peoples, from Arctic Inuit to Aboriginal Australians. Apparently, because
they did not record their experiences in what we call “writing,” they have no real “history” at all.
But more insidious is the way our conventional practice of history effectively colonizes the
basic fabrics of all past realities, western and non-western. Our analytical devices allow us to play
God with the lived experiences of non-modern peoples, authorizing us to re-engineer their ways of
life to fit our own model of reality. Standard accounts of classical Athens are typical in this respect.
They just take it for granted that the polis was an abstract modern-style societal space, one that
divided experience into contradictory realms and fields, like nature and culture, sacred and secular,
public and private, and so on. And when the ancient evidence is crammed into these modern
compartments, the destruction of a relational way of being human predictably ensues. The real
divine governors of a polis ecology become unreal products of the imagination. Mother Attica herself
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becomes mere “property,” a “territory,” or a “natural environment.” The unitary Demos, the
deathless social body of all male and female Athenians, becomes an aggregate of competitive, selfserving individuals. And the whole ancestral way of life that was once called demokratia becomes a
modern style “democracy,” a “political system” in which only males could be “citizens.”
In sum, by imposing a present model of reality on all past worlds, our conventional practice
dismembers the real ecologies which sustained the real lives of the peoples we study, before then
rebuilding them on alien modern foundations. As a result, our “histories” always ends up presenting
non-modern polities as immature, underdeveloped versions of a modern nation-state rather than as
fully realized versions of themselves. These accounts thus normalize and naturalize modernity’s
bizarre human-centered secular world, along with its narrowly materialist notions of value, growth,
and progress. They invalidate all non-modern ways of being human, perpetuating a racist coloniality
of knowing and being. It is time to end this complicity and “decolonize” the past as we know it.
Indigenous peoples have long been pressing the cause of decolonization, especially since the
later 1960s. Their ultimate aim is to end modern coloniality by asserting their right to pursue their
own ways of life in worlds of their choosing. Historians can become allies in this cause by
recognizing that pasts have been lived in a pluriverse of many worlds, not in a universe of one. This
means abandoning practices that destroy the essential fabrics of non-modern worlds. It means
analyzing those worlds on their own terms, according to their own models of reality. It means
restoring to past peoples the power to determine the truths of their own experiences. It means
allowing them to decide for themselves what counts as a world.
This pluriversal history should produce accounts of past worlds that are more ethical and
more historically meaningful. But can we really believe in the existence of many different worlds?
Dare we question objective scientific truths about the nature of reality itself?
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What counts as a world?
As it happens, the idea of an objectively knowable world has long been questioned by
authorities in multiple fields, from philosophy and anthropology to science studies, biology, and
quantum physics. Many would now agree that reality is in some way relational. All things are
effectively made of their relations with the other things on which their existence depends. This
means that we humans are indeed just a “thread in the fabric” of being, much like everything else.
We are just outcomes of entanglements with all the other beings and things that make our lives
possible. And if one accepts this relational vision of reality, one must also accept the impossibility of
any truly “objective” knowledge of “the world.” For it is simply not possible for us to know a world
that is somehow separate from or external to ourselves, as if we could somehow extricate ourselves
from its fabrics and view it from outside, from nowhere, like gods. We will always know the world
from a particular somewhere in time and space, from wherever we happen to be entangled. The
world we know, and how we know it or “model” it, will always be determined by that particular
somewhere, whether it be ancient Egypt, the Amazonian rainforest, or modern Europe. And if so,
no historical world model will ever be more universally or absolutely “true” than any other.
Of course, our modern western model seems universally true to us today, because we live by
it, enacting it every day of our lives, and it seems to work well in practice. We have been socialized
by our schools and societies to take this model entirely for granted, since it is also taken for granted
by our capitalist economies, our liberal democracies, our mainstream media and sciences, and all the
other major components of our modern western way of life. The model is simultaneously baked into
the tissues of our minds and the fabrics of our environments. And it is through the ongoing
interactions between these minds and environments that the effect of a materially self-evident
“world” is generated, as if it had really been there all along. But this world of ours is no more
timeless or universal than any of the other worlds which other minds and environments have
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conspired to produce across time and space. Every stable way of life entangles human and nonhuman participants in a process of world-making or “worlding.” And once we recognize that
worlding processes are everywhere in history, a pluriverse of many worlds will begin to materialize
before our eyes.

What counts as life?
There is also a more strightforward way one can press the case for a pluriverse. Instead of
deciding what counts as a world by some abstract truth standard, we can apply a more practical
ecological standard. We can simply measure the realness of a world by how well it works in practice,
by its capacity to sustain life itself, both human and non-human.
Of course, there may be all kinds of non-modern practices that we today find abhorrent. But
it is also unarguable that non-modern realities have successfully sustained the real lives of many
millions of humans for many thousands of years, whether in vast empires or in tiny face-to-face
communities. And they have largely done this without inflicting catastrophic damage upon the living
fabrics of the Earth. In stark contrast, our strange modern European-style world has imperiled the
future of the whole planet in just a few hundred years. For all its technological marvels, it has stoked
and unleashed forces which have caused all manner of horrors: genocides and ethnocides across
entire continents; the exploitation and racist dehumanization of numerous colonized and enslaved
peoples; the nightmares of industrial servitude; two monumentally destructive world wars; the
Holocaust; nuclear weapons; epidemics of mental illness and drug addiction; open-cast mining;
factory farming; species extinctions; ecological devastation; and global warming. And all for what?
For a world where the richest 26 human individuals now own as much wealth as the poorest 3.6
billion combined?
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The evidence is clear enough. In this time of “reckoning,” one can no longer ignore the
implications. Our modern western model of the world has failed disastrously in practice.
But other real worlds are possible. They have been enacted and lived throughout history.
They are being lived right now in what survives of history’s pluriverse, in all those corners of the
Earth where sustainable non-modern realities have not yet been obliterated by an unsustainable
modernity. All of us, historians included, need to support the wider cause of decolonization. And all
of us need to see that non-modern peoples, past and present, have much to teach us about living in
realities that are more balanced and less self-defeating than our own. We need to get over ourselves
and start learning from them now, before it is too late. We urgently need to imagine other ways of
being human in other possible worlds.
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